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CARAB STATES - ISRAEL:

Egyptian and Israeli

military representatives are scheduled to resume
their negotiations at Kilometer 101 today.

Mili-

tary activity yesterday was at a very low level.

No significant cease-fire violations were reported yesterday. According to Israeli press reports, however, small arms fire was exchanged by
Israeli and Egyptian forces south of Little Bitter
Lake, and Syrian units fired mortar rounds at Israeli positonsin the northern portion of the Syrian front.
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Cairo is showing increasing impatience with
what it considers Israeli stalling in the disengagement talks at Kilometer 101. A Foreign Ministry
spokesman charged yesterday that Israel's strategy
of "playing for time" is not conducive to peace efforts, and suggested that "this can only reflect
adversely its intentions toward the peace conferWhen asked if a failure in the curence itself."
rent talks would prompt Egypt to refuse to attend

a peace conference, he indicated that "this is a
question that is under close study at the moment."
The authoritative newspaper Al Ahram suggested
yesterday that the Egyptian requirement that Israeli
forces withdraw to the cease-fire lines of 22 October
is a test of Tel Aviv's sincerity-in negotiating a
The editorial added that "no talk
Middle East peace.
of a peace conference would be of any use if Israel,
even before such a conference opens, demonstrates
to the world that it still considers itself entitled
to defy the rules of legitimacy and violate any
The paper also warned that the Arabs
agreements."
have .sufficient military and other means to force

an Israeli withdrawal.
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ARAB SUMMIT:

The Egyptians are .satisfied with

the way the Arab meetings in Algeria have. been going
and.probably expect the summit to endorse their position on peace negotiations.

According to the US Interests Section in Algiers, the Egyptian ambassador to Algeria said on
Monday that Egypt was pleased with the outcome of
the pre-summit Arab foreign ministers' meeting and
that he expected Sadat to use the summit mainly to

brief other Arab leaders on his negotiating strategy.
An Egyptian spokesman at the summit meeting also
publicly expressed satisfaction yesterday with the
conference and indicated that the Egyptians thought
the results were a foregone conclusion. The only

sticking points, he noted, were relations between
Jordan and the Palestinians and Syria's desire that
Jordan prepare a third military front against Is-

rael--a step King Husayn has long resisted.

The Egyptian spokesman rebuked Husayn for
threatening not to attend the peace conference if
the summit chose the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) to epresent Palestinian interests at the
Prime Minister Rifai affirmed this
peace talks.
position late yesterday afternoon, according to
Amman radio, when he announced Jordan's acceptance
in principle of the joint US-Soviet invitation to
attend ,a peace conference. Despite these Jordanian

threats, however, the summit conferees last night
recognized the PLO as the "sole legal representative

of the Palestinian people," according to press reports from Algiers. This action creates a serious
dilemma for King Husayn. On the one hand, he is
determined not to attend a conference at which he
would have no authority to speak for the Palestinians,
but, on the other, he is worried that, should he not
ould
attend, the future of the occupied West Ban
s d to the feda een-controlled PLO.
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-.ISRAEL:

eat

will

Prime Minister Golda Meir probably

back critics within her own Israeli Labor

Party and win a vote of confidence at a meeting of
the party's central committee today.
The policies of Mrs. Meir and Defense Minister

Dayan have come under increasing criticism, especially
from so-called doves within the party. Party boss
and Finance Minister Sapir and Foreign Minister Eban
are in this category, although open criticism so far
has come primarily from younger Laborites and intelThe prospect of an early peace conference
lectuals.
and the parliamentary elections scheduled for 31 December have added fuel to the intraparty debate, as
they have to the general debate going on in the
country. Officials and commentators have been disputing the correctness of Israel's pre-war foreign
and security policies and the policies Israel should
follow now.
The party dissidents have called for a variety
of changes, including a reshuffle or removal of the

top leadership, a postponement of the elections, and
reopening of the party list of candidates.

The doves

are also urging a softening of party policies adopted
in September on the occupied territories which reflected the increase in pro-annexationist sentiment
up to the outbreak of the October war. The US Embassy
expects that the party platform on this issue will be
softened by the committee, but that decisions on
substantive policy issues and on possible changes
in key leadership positions will be postponed in
order to maintain party unity for the elections.
The embassy doubts that the candidature list will
be reopened or that the elections will be postponed

again.
The embassy believes that a recent Israeli newspaper poll predicting a sharp voting shift is too
extreme. The poll claimed that if the elections
were held now, the Labor Party and its close ally,
Mapam, would lose 11 of their 57 Knesset seats,
group,
while their main rival, the new right-win
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Likud, would add 15 to its current 31.
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The EC Commission believes
EC-MEDITERRANEAN:
the Middle. East .crisis has created a favorable opportunity for new community proposals in the negotiations for association arrangements between Mediterranean countries and the EC.

The EC has been engaged in.protracted negotiations with Spain, Israel, and the Maghreb states for
new or updated association agreements, and the com-

munity has generally recognized the need to make its
offers more attractive. Many of the concessions
significant to the associates, however, are opposed
by agricultural interests--principally in Italy and
France--that fear competition. The changes in the
negotiating mandates that the Commission now plans
to propose to the EC Council involve granting improved access to the community market for products
such as tomatoes and citrus fruits, as well as
lengthening the timetables under which the asso-

ciates would open their markets to EC industrial
exports.
The Commission may consider that the time is
now propitious to gain community agreement on more
The Nine, in their Middle East
generous offers.
declaration of 6 November, alluded to the Mediterranean arrangements as an important part of the EC's
policy in the area. Moreover, since Israel is also
involved in the community's so-called Mediterranean
policy, improved mandates for all the current negotiations would permit the EC to demonstrate its
"even-handedness" in a way unobjectionable to the
Petroleum is specifically involved in the
Arabs.
negotiations with Algeria, and the Commission is
now proposing an increase in the quota of refined
oil products from Algeria. The Algerians had ear-

lier offered to guarantee future oil shipments to
the community in return for help in developing the
country's energy resources--a concept that the EC
has talked about in the context of a future common
energy policy.
(continued)
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An Israeli official in Brussels, sensitive to
US concern over the eventual damage to US exports
resulting from eliminating Israeli tariff barriers
against EC exports, has informally suggested the
negotiation of a separate US-Israeli free trade
area arrangement.
iV

The problems of the Mediterranean states will
probably be taken up at the Council meeting on 3-4
December.-
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